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Thematic area:
- Philosophical basis of environmental thinking;
- Critical theory and environmentalism;
- Political ecology, Social ecology and Anthropocene;
- Philosophical analysis of climate crisis;
- Concepts of Anthropocene, Capitalocene, Angloocene, Sustainable Retreat, Ecological Civilization and Degrowth;
- Technosphere and its relation to the Biosphere, Sustainability and Anthropocene;
- Mediocrity, corporatocracy and environmental devastation;
- Environmentalism and concept of human right;
- Environmental citizenship;
- Culture and environment;
- Ethical, political, legal and social consequences of environmental thinking;
- Current and historical heritage of philosophy and other social and human sciences and their perspectives in the understanding of culture and environment.

Selected papers will be published in the peer reviewed proceedings.
Send the application form and paper via e-mail till March the 31st 2020 to the richard.stahel@savba.sk